
Dancing With Them What Brung Ya

Years of a test-score-based school accountability progressed. 
And good teachers?  
Learned.  
Protests, no matter how rational; no matter how glaringly connected to tangibly visible 

problems – inevitably led only to blind party-line declarations from a money-controlled, 
business-trained management.  In short order, what good educators were expected to understand?  
Was that in truly modern days it was the act of testing, and not the validity of any examination 
practices (nor any safeguards established around a consequently produced data) which was most 
unquestionably protected.  

“I don’t know what’s wrong,” a visibly irritated Human Resources’ officer bristled.  
Having been informed about numerous abuses occurring inside our building, with great resolve 
this high-ranking official elected to stay his course.  “And please don’t keep telling me what you 
think is wrong.”  Dramatically he drew everyone’s attention to a brightly coded chart where 
manifest evidence illustrated an inadequate progress. 

“Look; do you see?  These scores remain low.  That is the problem.  
“And because we care about children?”  Unequivocally, he now concluded our 

conversation by brusquely clearing up the dilemma: “It is these scores which are unacceptable.”
Replicating the now highly-visible, brightly-diagrammed (and therefore unquestionably 

offensive) test scores, in days of a truly compassionate liability, clearly bad teachers – those 
educators who most insistently and repeatedly drew attention to themselves by harping on issues 
of a statistical validity; those most visibly problematic teachers who forevermore forced 
questions around a testing integrity to resurface – well, notably unhappy teachers like these?

Were equally, and just as plainly, distasteful.  Imperative in modern days benevolently 
committed to the instantaneous miracles behind a no-excuses reform, bad teachers like these 
needed to learn: how to be good.  

And, good teachers?  
Well, c’mon.  Isn’t it just a fact of life?  
In the end, as they say, ya gotta dance with them what brung ya.  
In the end?  
You had little choice but to support the people who controlled the purse strings.  
In truly modern days, in lieu of indignantly pointing directly to invalidating 

discrepancies, good teachers? 	

Stopped resisting.  
With great determination, good educators closed their eyes.  Industriously, good teachers 

taught themselves in an imitation of financially motivated “fixer” administrators; with great 
tenacity, good teachers refused a direct look at the deregulated chaos now dancing with impunity 
around an ever realigning array of testing and penalty practices.  Hearing, and subsequently 
spouting, only a cautious reflection of the shallow district, state and federal dogma, good 
teachers offered up only a passively guarded support for the belligerent doctrine of accountability 
– a progressively more retaliatory doctrine which, year after year, continued to hold to the 
incontrovertible fact that: 

All of those unacceptable test scores?
Were forevermore, always and only, the product of bad teachers.*



Fortunately for the district, the punitive blame-based management which had begun to 
burrow intractably into lowest-performing schools soon generated a more acceptable alternative 
to an initial spate in bad teacher protests.  In the guise of good teacher peer-to-peer advice, 
passively murmured excuses began to slink furtively into low-income buildings.  Skulking 
surreptitiously in dark corners, privately extended whispers slipped stealthily into back hallways 
and sought clandestine expression behind closed doors:  

“Don’t fight back.  Do what they say; don’t make waves.”  
“Don’t speak up; always say yes.  Better yet?  Just smile and never say anything.”  
“Whatever you do?  Don’t bring attention to yourself.  And, for god’s sake, don’t ask me 

to support you.  I’ve got a mortgage; kids in college.  We just adopted a dog for chrissake.” 
Under the inflexible top-down management of a modern-day accountability, as voice-

friendly faculty and department meetings experienced a methodic elimination, non-collaborative 
data days sprouted to fill the vacuum; countlessly added testing days began to intertwine 
complicitly with an increasing supply of the non-student-contact days now set aside for grading.  
As an emerging array of non-traditional days accumulated – testing days, grading days, 
development days, training days, retraining days, assessment days, preparation days: so many 
inflexibly mandated days added to the already inflexibly mandated days ordered up for the 
preview and analysis of an exam administration and grading practice – well, it was only old-
school bad teachers?

 Who were foolish enough to not only take notice of, but publicly argue about, the 
alarmingly shrinking number of actual teaching days.  

For ignoring the privately whispered counsel for a hushed nonresistance?
For disregarding the increasingly anxious call for a conscientious silence?
For publicly and purposefully taking on that now old-school outdated collaborative bad 

teacher stance, and inexcusably (shocking, in modern days) drawing attention to self through the 
visible act of standing up and speaking out?

Sympathy had died.
Parting ways with an old-fashioned expectation for a publicly outspoken opinion, in a 

decisive trade for articulated outrage, the good teachers of reform shied warily away from openly 
stated criticisms.  Alternately donning the modern-day uniform of a docile compliance, good 
teachers assumed the only truly innovation-sanctioned role of voicelessly unemotional 
bystanders – as mutely watching?

Became the only fully tolerated reform-day expectation.
Days, however?
That kept growing harder and harder to watch.

*When we contemplate all of the money which has been aggressively spent over the past decade – massive, 
gigantic, overwhelming amounts – in the blaming, retraining, identifying, evaluating and dismissing of “bad” 
teachers, what exactly does that say about a society which, at the same time, in comparison spends so little upon 
issues of truancy, nutrition, wellness, social mobility, parental neglect, domestic abuse, transience, cultural 
disconnect, learning disabilities, teen pregnancy and a gang or inmate rehabilitation? 


